2/17 Shilin One-Day Tour
Time

Route

07:20~07:30

Morning Call

08:00~08:20

Breakfast

08:20~09:20

NTU → National Taiwan Science

09:30~11:30

Educational Center
National Taiwan Science Educational
Center

11:30~12:30

Lunch and rest (at NTSEC)

12:30~13:00

National Taiwan Science Educational

13:00~15:30

Center → National Palace Museum
National Palace Museum

15:30~16:00

National Palace Museum →Shilin Main
Presidential Residence

16:00~17:00

Shilin Main Presidential Residence

17:00~17:20

Shilin Main Presidential Residence
→Shilin night market

17:20~20:30

Dinner and shopping

20:30~21:00

Shilin night market→NTU
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Route:
NTU → National Taiwan Science Educational Center
Transportation:
1. Walk to the MRT Gongguan Station and take the MRT to Shilin Station.
2. Change to take bus R30 to NTSEC.

National Taiwan Science Educational Center → National Palace Museum
Transportation:


Choice1: Take the bus R30 to National Palace Museum.(about 30 minutes)



Choice2: Take the bus 255 bus to National Palace Museum.
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National Palace Museum → Shilin Main Presidential Residence
Transportation:
 Choice1: Take the bus R30 to Shilin Main Presidential Residence.(about 30 minutes)


Choice2: Take the bus 255 bus to Shilin Main Presidential Residence.



Choice3: Take the bus 815 bus to Shilin Main Presidential Residence.

Shilin Main Presidential Residence →Shilin night market
Go on foot (about 10 minutes)
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Shilin night market→NTU
Transportation:
Walk to the MRT Jiantan Station and take the MRT to Gongguan Station.

Taipei Metro
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Introduction
Name: National Palace Museum
Introduction:
The collection of cultural artifacts
held inside the National Palace Museum
consists an enormous treasure trove of
objects from the Song, Yuan, Ming and
Qing Dynasties. Such masterpieces are
Jadeite Cabbage with Insects, Mao-kung
Ting, Meat-shaped Stone ,and so on.
Development of the Museum is closely
connected to the social changes of
modern China. Thirteen years after the
founding of the Republic of China, the last
Qing Emperor Puyi was exiled from the
Forbidden City. The cultural artifacts left
within the palaces were collectively
itemized, and a National Palace Museum
was born.
Name: Shilin Main Presidential Residence
Introduction:
The Shilin Main Presidential
Residence is divided into two part, the
garden and the residence. This place had
been heavily fortified in the past, but now
it is open for visitors, and there are often
flower exhibitions here.
The official residence comprise four
parts, the "official" and "guest house",
"Victory Church", the "Ci Yunting" . The
main house ,"official" and "guest house"
included , is a two-story Western-style
residence, which was the residence of the
late President Chiang Kai-shek and her
wife Chiang Kai-shek in the past, and now
they are listed as a national historic site.
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Name: Shilin night market
Introduction:
The night market encompasses two distinct sections sharing a symbiotic
relationship: a section formerly housed in the old Shilin Market building, containing
mostly food vendors and small eateries; and the surrounding businesses and shops
selling other nonfood items.
In addition to the food court, side streets and alleys are lined with storefronts and
roadside stands. Movie theaters, video arcades, and karaoke stores are also
prevalent in the area.
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Must-eat
Hot-Star Large Fried Chicken

It’s famous for its extremely large size. Since the unique technique of processing chicken with
Chinese medicine, Hot-Star has already been the best-selling vendor food.

Pearl milk tea

Bubble tea, also known as pearl milk tea, boba milk tea, or boba is a tea-based drink invented in tea
shops in Taichung, Taiwan, during the 1980s. However, it now becomes the symbolic drink in
Taiwan.
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2/19 Jiufen & Chinkuashih One-Day Tour
Time

Route

8:20-8:45

Breakfast : 7-11
MRT Gongguan Station→

8:45-9:15

MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station

9:15-11:00

MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station→Jiufen
(by Bus 1062)

11:00-13:00

Lunch : Jiufen Old Street
Jiufen→Chinkuashih

13:00-13:30

(by Bus)

13:30-14:10
14:10-15:10

Tunnel or Panning Experience
Gold Museum Tour Guide

15:10-16:30

Jiufen→MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station

16:30-17:00

MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station→
MRT Gongguan Station

17:00-19:00

Dinner : Gongguan Mala Restaurant

Route:
MRT Gongguan Station→MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station


Transportation:
Take the MRT from Gongguan Station to Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station

MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station→ Jiufen


Transportation:

Take Bus 1062 from MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station to Jiufen
 Time table:
09:15



9:25

9:40

9:50

……

14:55

15:30

15:40

Route:

捷運忠孝復興站(MRT Zhongxiao-Fuxing Station) – 中山女高(ZhongShan Senior High School) – 中
崙(Chunglun
) – 台安醫院(taian hospital) – 美仁里(meiren li) – 台北市區監理所(taiepi city motor vehicle office )
– 京華城(living mall)-松山火車站(songshan station)-玉成國小(yucheng elementary school)-潭美國小
(tanmei elementary school)-暖江橋頭()-十六坑(sixteen pit)-碇內(dinnei)-四腳亭(Sihjiaoting)-中央貨櫃()大寮(daliao)-山仔腳(shanzijiao)-瑞興新村(ruixing new village )-魚坑(fish pits)-頂埔(dingpu)-東和里
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(donhe li)-瑞芳火車站(juifang station)-地政事務所(land office)-九份老街(juifen)

Jiufen→Chinkuashih


Transportation:



Take Juifen Tour Bus to get to Chinkuashih
Time table:
9:00
9:15
9:30
……
17:30
17:45
18:00



Route:
九份派出所(juifen )-舊道(old road)-隔頂(gerding)-金瓜橋頭(chinkua bridge)-六號橋(the sixth
bridge)-金瓜石(chinkuashih)
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Introduction
Name: Jiufen Old Street
Introduction:

Jiufen, overlooking the ocean, like the nearby towns Jinguashi and Shuinandong, was a
gold mine and major coal production area in Taiwan. These towns were the important
coal mining ruins with precious mining relic and coal landscape. Jiufen is one of the
tourist places in Taiwan attracting people from Japan and Hong Kong the most. Jiufen
has changed itself from a small mountain town to a popular tourist spot because the
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movie “City of Sadness” was filmed there.

The Jiufen Old Street usually refers to the areas of Shuqi Road and Jishan Street. Shiqui
Road was the baojia Road which was used by the troops during the Qing Dynasty for
garrison purposes. It was a stone paved road which was the major gateway for the local
residents to reach to the port for their living supplies. Now Shiqui Road is filled with a
variety of tea houses, coffee shots, lodgings, and craft stores.
Come to Shuqi Road. You have to spend time in a tea house by drinking a couple of
good tea while enjoying the scenery.

Jishan Street was the major business street in Jiufen where grocery stores, restaurants
and entertainment places were located. The nightlife attracts crowds. Due to the
frequent rains in Jiufen, the stores on the street built the rain canopy outside, which
formed a faint alley, it is also known as “Dark Alley”.
Jishan Street is still the liveliest street now. Lots of local snacks are available, such as
Glutinous Rice Cake, Taro Glutinous Rice Cake, Hongzao (Oxo Cubes) Meatball, and
cold or hot Taro Rice Balls…etc. The street is filled with delicious snacks. Almost
every tourist who comes to Jiufen would taste all those above.
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Jiufen Taro Rice Ball has become a symbol of Jiufen local snack by accident. Founder
of the Taro Rice Ball was making them for the family. Due to good feedbacks, he
started to sell them. From there, Jiufen Taro Rice Ball became popular in Taiwan. The
taro material comes from Tachia Taichung. In order to maintain the texture of taro,
every process needs to be examined carefully. Although now we can eat Jiufen Taro
Rice Ball all over in Taiwan, they still do not have the same flavor and texture as those
of the local Jiufen.
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Hongzao (Oxo Cubes) Meatball is another popular local snack in Jiufen. The stuffed
meatball is made with pork salted with Hongzao. It is steamed with fresh bamboo shoot
threads. The meatball looks so clear and full. It tastes so good. Try to enjoy it together
with a bowl of fish ball soup or pork ball soup.
(http://wandering-taiwan.blogspot.com/2010/05/jiufen-old-street.html )
Name: Chinkuashih Gold Museum
Introduction:

The Gold Museum is located in the mountainous town of Jingua Rock (Jinguashi) in
Ruifang Township, New Taipei City. With plenty of historical, humanities and natural
heritage, the park is the first ecology museum in Taiwan. It lays special emphasis on
heritage preservation, sustainable development; old buildings reuse as well as localized
operations aimed at promoting regional development. In addition to enjoying the
unique geological and natural sights here, visitors of the park will have better
understanding of the mining history and community culture of Jingua Rock (Jinguashi).
Jingua Rock (Jinguashi) is ready to create a fresh golden legend with the participation
of local residents who together will forge the glamour of this land.
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(http://eng.taiwan.net.tw/pda/m1.aspx?sNo=0002091&id=4135 )
Name: Gongguan Mala Restaurant
Introduction:Mala spicy hot pot, authentic Sichuan spicy hot pot!38 sichuan herbs and
spices, slow stewed for 8 hours with bone and chicken bone.
There are many kinds of soup: vegetable energy soup,northeastern chinese pickled cabbage
pot, collagen high-protein pot .
Prime meat order and sliced on site, unlimited supply: Canadian beef, Australian meltique
beef, prime black angus, Australian boneless short rib steak, taiwan black marble pork,
Taiwan black marble bacon, Australian lamb , drumstick.
Fresh seafood , fresh crabs .special stews, fresh mushrooms ,hot pot food, fresh
vegetables ,special blended beverages , fruits and ice-cream: Haagen-Dazs and Movenpick.
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2/21 TMU&TMUH&Xinyi One Day Tour
2/21
Time

Route

08:30-09:00

Breakfast

09:00-09:30

Transfer Venue

09:30-10:00

TMU Campus Tour

10:00-11:00

TMUH Visit

11:00-12:30

Lunch

12:30-16:30

Xinyi District Tour

16:30-19:00

Taipei 101 Visit

19:00-21:15

Farewell Party

2/22 Taipei Zoo&Maokong Gondola&Night Market One Day Tour
2/22
Time
08:00-08:30

Route
Breakfast

08:30-09:00

Transfer Venue

09:00-12:00
12:00-13:00

Taipei Zoo Visit
Lunch

13:00-17:00

Maokong Gondola Visit

17:00-18:00

Transfer Venue
National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall

18:00-19:00

Visit

19:00-21:30

Transfer Venue

19:20-21:30

Taipei Raohe Street Night Market
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About TMU

Taipei Medical University is located in Taipei's Xinyi District. It was first founded as Taipei
Medical College in 1960 by Dr. Shui-Wang Hu, Dr. Cheng-Tien Hsu and other medical professionals
and devoted educators, and renamed as Taipei Medical University in 2000.
The campus is located at Wuxing Street, right behind Taipei Medical University Hospital.
The school buildings have both classrooms as well as research labs. There is also a gymnasium,
conference rooms, sports fields and swimming pool. There are currently 6,000 students, 418
full-time and 600 part-time faculty members.
TMU is composed of 7 colleges, 12 undergraduate schools and 14 graduate institutes as well
as three affiliated hospitals located throughout southern Taipei - TMU Hospital, Wan Fang Hospital,
and Shuangho Hospital.

Most of more than 30,000 TMU graduates serve in medical institutions and clinics, while
many others are prominent figures in the fields of research, politics, and business.
With approximately 3,000 beds, TMU is one of the largest health care systems and offers
top-quality teaching, research and clinical services in the Taipei metropolitan area. In 2012, Taipei
Medical University was ranked as one of the World's Top 100 universities at which to study medicine,
according to the QS World University Rankings.
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About TMUH

Taipei Medical University Hospital was established in 1976. Its outpatient services started on
August 6th of the same year and provided medical care to the Eastern Taipei community. After years
of steady growth in the number of patients, a second medical building was constructed in 1994 while
the original building went through significant renovation. TMUH played an important role in
servicing the eastern part of the city with its modernized technology and 500 beds. The outstanding
quality of the hospital was best exemplified when it was given the ISO-9002 certification in 1989,
and when it was recognized as a Class I Teaching Hospital under the category of Regional Hospital
by the Department of Health in the following year.
In 2007, the Board of Trustees at TMUH decided to continue the hospital's mission of
advancing medical knowledge by building the third medical building. The building features 14 floors
above ground, 3 floors below ground, a land area of 4300 square meters, and a floor area of 56,200
square meters.
Today, TMUH's scale of 900 beds provide patients a complete, exceptional, and safe healthcare
system, and lives up to the promise that people are the priority and that the population can rely on its
holistic services.
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Name: Taipei 101
Introduction:
As Taiwan’s stature as a globally
significant economy has grown, so has its
need for a major landmark building.
TAIPEI 101 answers that need with a 508
meter, 101 floor commercial and retail
center that claims its place among the
world’s most celebrated building.
TAIPEI 101 is strategically located
at the heart of the XinYi Planned District,
which is now the location of choice for
commerce in Taipei and the most
cosmopolitan mixed-used environment
comprising business, retail, leisure and
residential facilities.
Name: Taipei Raohe Street Night Market
Introduction:
Raohe Street was called Xi Kou Street. The west end of Raohe
Street starts from section four of Ba De Road (the front side of Ci You
Temple) to the east end of Ta You Road. This length of street is 600
meters in total. The Song Shan Fu De Temple (Land God temple) and
the Song Shan Presbyterian Church are located in between these
street sections. The Ci You Temple was built by local residents in the era of the Qian Long
Emperor of the Qing Dynasty; it enshrines the Goddess Ma Zu and has become a spiritual center
for the local people. After the construction of Ci You Temple, various shops gradually gathered
on the street. Raohe Street became the earliest Song Shan District market place. The street from
the Ci You Temple to the Song Shan Fu De Temple is called Top Street and the street from the
Song Shan Fu De Temple to Ta You Road is called Low Street. This area encompasses these two
temples which are the two main pillars of the Ghost Festival in this area.
The Taipei City Government is currently developing transportation improvements,
including the construction of an underground railway and refinements to the current mass rapid
transportation systems. Based on convenient transportation and the huge number of disciples
visiting the historical Ci You Temple, Raohe Street owns its great advantages as an international
tourist destination to religious and culture perspectives.
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Name: National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall
Introduction:
To commemorate the national founding father Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s unparalleled morality,
revolutionary conducts and to excel Dr. Sun Yat-Sen's doctrine, the Republic government had in
1964 begun drafting the building of National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, which not only
served to provide a place of remembrance for all to emulate the national founding father, but
also encompassed the functions of cultural and artistic education, leisurely recreation and
academic research.

Name: Taipei Maokong Gondola
Taipei Maokong Gondola is The Maokong Gondolais a
gondola lift transportation system in Taipei, Taiwan. Opened on
July 4, 2007, the Maokong Gondola runs between Taipei Zoo and
Maokong. The 4.3 km (2.7 mi) line has four stations. The facilities
of the gondola were contracted to the French company Poma.

Name: Taipei Zoo
The Zoo’s combined area is 165 hectares, with 90
hectares being open to the public. The facilities comprise
six main buildings (the Education Center, the Nocturnal Animal House, the Penguin House, the
Koala House, the Amphibian and Reptile House and the Insectarium), as well as eight exhibition
areas (the Formosan Animal Area, the Children's Zoo, the Asian Tropical Rainforests Animal
Area, the Desert Animal Area, the Australian Animal Area, the African Animal Area, Bird World
and the Temperate Zone Animal Area). There is also an outdoor nature observation area, a
wetland ecological park, and a special exhibit house.
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Must-eat
Stew Ribs with Herbs
(in Chinese called ”藥燉排骨” )
Stew ribs with herbs is commonly seen in Taiwan
for winter dietary supplementation. The herbs are
angelica sinensis, lycium chinensis, ginseng and black
jujube, etc.

Hujiao bing 胡椒餅
Hujiao bing is a Chinese snack composed of meat marinated with sugar, soy sauce, black
pepper, and scallions encased in a large, flaky biscuit-like bread; this wrapping is not leavened with
yeast. The biscuit of the Hujiao bing is not oily because the meat filling is already fatty and juicy.
Hújiāo bǐng is typically baked in a clay oven.
Hujiao bing originated in Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian, China and is often sold in night markets
in Taiwan
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